Pullulan-histone antibody nanoconjugates for the removal of chromatin fragments from systemic circulation.
The billions of cells that die in the adult human body daily release considerable amounts of fragmented chromatin in the form of mono- and oligonucleosomes into the circulation in normal individuals, and in higher quantities in many disease conditions. Recent results suggest that circulating chromatin fragments (Cfs) especially from abnormal cells can spontaneously enter into healthy cells to damage their DNA and induce genomic instability. Furthermore, Cfs isolated from cancer patients may induce oncogenic transformation in the recipients' cells. Thus, it follows that if such Cfs emanating from apoptotic cells could be prevented from reaching other cells, it could potentially inhibit pathological conditions, including cancer. Here we have developed pullulan based histone antibody nanoconjugates for the removal of Cfs. Nanoconjugates were developed and various physico-chemical characterizations were carried out. The efficacy of these nanoconjugates on removing Cfs was evaluated both in vitro and in vivo. Our results indicate that nanoconjugates may have therapeutic value in the efficient removal of Cfs, reducing inflammation and fatality in a mouse model of sepsis, and in preventing neutropenia following treatment with Adriamycin.